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SHF Series
Analog Fax Board
Combining decades of expertise and a third-party technology, the latest SHF series aims at providing high-speed (33.6kbps)

and high-reliability faxing functionality in the complex analog environment. Compared with its rivals, its Error Correction Mode

(ECM) is unparalleled, ensuring zero failure rate during 100,000 times of faxing procedures.

The latest SHF series adopts all-in-one architecture to ensure high adaptability in ever changeable business environment.

Besides high-performance faxing capability, it could be handily customized for some other CTI applications, including IVR and

call center. Each SHF series card supports 2 or 4 ports, and multiple ones could be expanded up to 32 ports in a single system

while high-capacity systems are required. With 2U, half-length compact size, its architecture also saves space and fits into

most market servers as well as computers.



� High speed transmission
Support the V.8 modem negotiation protocol, V.34, V.17, V.29, V.27ter
and V.21, the transmission and reception rate up to 33.6kbps, or less on
the self-adaptive basis.

� PCI 2.2 Bus Support
Includes PCI 2.2 bus with 32/64-bit PCI slot and 3.3V/5V slot voltage;
supports PCI-X.

� Module design
The on-board dual-channel modules could be freely customizable in a
variety of applications, IVR or Faxing.

� Programmable Tone Detector
Detects single or dual tones at any frequency, conveniently compliant
with a variety of PBX and key telephone systems.

� Professional Driver Algorithm
Uses SPECDial - a professional driver algorithm - to perform a complete
automatic dialing process through analog lines, accurately identifies
called-party status and precisely distinguishes answer machine from a
fax machine.

� SuPerForm superior voice quality and echo cancellation
High-adjustability, original and complimentary SuPerForm, can be
"automatic adaptability" optimized by site environments for the
unmatched voice enhancements(up to 128ms echo tail), accurate
DTMF/tone detection.

� Codecs protocols
Powerful voice processing capability; support G.711, MP3(8kbps), GSM,
ADPCM, and other Codecs for active recoding, support playback WAV
format.

� Internal Power system
The power is supplied by PCI slot, eliminating the need for external power
source.

� Supports WAV File
The recorded voice files can be edited and played out by audio tools such
as Cooledit.

� PRODUCT MODELS
SHF-2D/PCI support 2 voice or fax channels
SHF-4D/PCI support 4 voice or fax channels

� INPUT/OUTPUT INTERFACE
Telephone line jack: 2~4 4-pin RJ11

� AUDIO SPECIFICATIONS
CODEC: CCITT A/μ-Law 64kbps
IMAADPCM 32kbps
Distortion: ≤3%
Frequency response: 300-3400Hz (±3dB)
Signal-to-noise ratio: ≥38dB
Echo suppression: ≥40dB

� MAXIMUM SYSTEM CAPACITY
Up to 100 channels concurrently per system

� POWER REQUIREMENTS
Only motherboards
+3.3V DC: 1500mA
+12V DC: 500mA

(with modules fully inserted)
(power consumption: 4.95W)
(power consumption: 6W)

� IMPEDANCE
Insulation resistance for PC isolation from telephone line: ≥2MΩ/500V
DC.
Telephone line impedance:
Compliant with the national standard impedance for three-component
network.

� ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Operating temperature: 0℃-55℃
Storage temperature: -20℃-85℃
Humidity: 8%-90% non-condensing
Storage humidity: 8%-90% non-condensing

� AUDIO SPECIFICATIONS
16Bit PCM 128kbps 8Bit PCM 64kbps
A-Law 64kbps μ-Law 64kbps
VOX 32bps ADPCM 32kbps
GSM 13.6kbps Mp3 8kbps

� SAMPLING RATE: 8KHz

� SAFETY AND CERTIFICATIONS
Lightning Resistance: Level 4
Certifications: FCC, CE & CCC

Key Features & Benefits

Technical Specifications



Application
Directory
Multimedia processing & signaling convergence
in IP & PSTN networks

Synway leverages years of expertise in traditional and next-generation signaling and multimedia processing technologies to
provide service providers and application developers with robust hardware components for gateway and media processing
applications. Synway's architecture, combined together, evolutionally converge communication technologies for PSTN and IP
networks and offer more features that traditional media gateway delivers, including a broader range of signaling technologies and
powerful media processing capabilities.

Talking advantaging of Synway's components, Telco, enterprises and carriers can benefit from an array of combined sophisticated
application platforms, not only gateway functionality from PSTN to IP through converting a variety of SS7 packets, ISDN variants
and(or) CAS into SIP protocols, but rich media processing capabilities, including fax, compression, echo canceller. and
conferencing used for IP gateway. media server. IVR, hosted call center, media streaming, conferencing, fax server and more. With
this innovative convergence of IP and PSTN access technologies, service providers and application developers can deliver
matchless cost, function-rich, highly adaptive applications or services in single box to market more rapidly.



Gateway & media processing
for multinational enterprise

Utilizing Synway's IP and PSTN hardware platforms with unified API and SDK, developers or service providers can load SIP, SS7
ISDN PRE and CAS protocols in a box and simply migrate applications between IP and PSTN platforms. This convergence can act
as an inter-working device or gateway between an IP-based network and legacy PBX. Usually, legacy PBX is a substantial
infrastructure investment, and access to PSTN-based service is less cost effective.

To take full advantage of cost effective, feature-rich SIP-based services and expensive legacy PBX in IP and PSTN networks,
evolutionary combination of Synway's IP and PSTN architectures is valuably practical. That makes communications more cost
effective from IP phones to traditional phones, or from traditional phone to traditional phone (two gateways implemented on two
end points). Interconnecting IP network with legacy PBX, Synway's IP and PSTN-based technologies save enterprise and telecom
equipment manufactures(TEM), call center designers, or system integrators much cost of communication trunks.
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